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Abstract: As an indirect imaging technique, computational ghost imaging (GI) obtains the object information by calculating the intensity correlation 

between a series of computer-generated matrices and the corresponding bucket signals, which thereby offers a potential application in optical encryption. 

Here, we propose a new steganography scheme, called ghost steganography, based on the principle of computational GI. In our ghost steganography 

scheme, the bucket intensity signals of a secret image are concealed into the ones of a non-secret image by applying a non-conspicuous number integration 

process. To further increase the security, we introduce RSA cryptography to encode the integrated bucket signals after the steganography process. 

Simulation and experiment results fully demonstrate the feasibility of our optical ghost cryptography and steganography scheme. Our work paves a way to 

the application of GI in steganography and also enriches the knowledge of symmetric and asymmetric optical cryptography. @ Elsevier, 2020. 
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1. Introduction

Ghost imaging (GI), also known as correlated imaging, is an indirect 

imaging modality which obtains the object information from the intensity 

fluctuation correlation of two beams. One beam, called object beam, going 

through the object, is measured by a bucket detector. The other beam, called 

reference beam, interacting without the object, is detected by a spatially 

resolved camera. GI was firstly achieved with entangled photon pairs 

experimentally in 1995 [1], and later extended into the classical region with 

various thermal light sources [2-11]. Different from the two-detector GI, 

Shapiro proposed the computational GI in 2008 [12], which generated the 

active illumination patterns by using the spatial light modulator instead of 

passive measurements of reference beam. Similar to the single-pixel camera 

technique [13], computational GI can recover the object image with only a 

single-pixel detector [14,15], which largely simplifies the experimental 

setup. Meanwhile, the correlation between the computer-generated random 

matrix and the object beam intensity of computational GI offered a potential 

application in optical encryption [16-30]. To increase the efficiency and 

security of optical encryption based on GI [16], different methods are 

proposed and developed, including gray-scale and color encryption [17], 

multiple-image encryptions [18,26,29], specific phase masks schemes 

[22,25,27,30], XOR operation scheme [24]. Furthermore, GI encryption was 

extended into regimes of watermark [19], metasurface [20], identification 

[21], authentication [28], and secure key distribution [23], etc. 

Although many encryption schemes have been developed, steganography 

has not been effectively introduced into GI. Steganography has been found 

to be an important and widely-used practice of hiding a message, image or 

data file into another non-secret one. In ancient times, people used invisible 

ink to write something secret on an ordinary paper that is steganography. 

Nowadays, the format of digit file changes the process of steganography. For 

example, considerable works were focused on image steganography on the 

basis of its digital pixel and color model [31-35]. Comparing with 

cryptography which is always relied on a complicated mathematics problem, 

steganography hides encrypted information in a non-conspicuous approach 

without attracting any attention, which is a big difference from cryptography. 

Combining steganography with cryptography usually offers a strong 

security, which thereby has great potential in GI-based optical encryption. 

In this paper, we propose a steganography scheme based on 

computational GI, by concealing the object beam intensities of a hidden 

image into the ones of a non-secret image. With the correlation calculations 

between the non-conspicuous encoded object beam intensities and random 

matrices, only the non-secret image can be reconstructed instead of the 

hidden image. To prevent the steganography breaking and increase the 

security of the encoding process, we further introduce the widely-used RSA 

cryptography into our optical ghost steganography. Our simulation and 

proof-of-principle experiment pave a way to the application of GI into the 

fields of cryptography and steganography. 

2. Model and principle

 

 

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic setup of computational GI, and (b) encryption flow based 

on GI. 
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Figure 1(a) shows the experimental setup for computational GI. A stable 

light source and different computer-generated random matrices 1 2{ }m mX  , as 

shown in the dashed rectangle, are employed to generate the active light 

intensity fluctuations. After interacting with the object, the bucket intensities 

{ }Io  are recorded by a single-pixel detector. Then, the object image can be 

recovered by calculating the second-order correlation function, which is 

defined by 
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where ... is ensemble average of N measurements. Usually, N is much

larger than the recovered image pixels 
1 2m m by using the basic 

reconstruction algorithm as shown in Eq. (1). In order to improve the 

imaging efficiency, compressive sensing algorithm [34], i.e., compressive GI 

[14], is employed here when considering the sparsity property of the 

imaging object. In compressive GI, each random binary matrix 1 2m mX   is 

reshaped into a row vector ( 1 21 ,K K m m   ), and 1 2{ }m mX   of N 

measurements is rewritten into a two-dimensional matrix A ( N K ). 

Meanwhile, the bucket signals { }Io  are expressed as a column vector 

CGIIo  ( 1N  ). Assuming the object image is sparse in matrix A, it can be 

reconstructed by solving the convex optimization program [9,14,20,37]. 

  1
, min subject to ,CGI CGIT T T Io AT    (2) 

where TCGI denotes the recovered image, T denotes the object information, 

and 
1

T denotes the L1-norm of T. By applying compressive GI, a much 

smaller measurement number N (N < K) can achieve a clear object image. 

According to the definition of computational GI, a symmetric 

cryptography is offered, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Suppose Alice want to send a 

secret image to Bob. By using different random matrices 1 2{ }m mX   as keys, 

Alice can encrypt the image into a series of intensity values { }Io  as the 

ciphertext, and then send 1 2{ }m mX   and { }Io  separately to Bob. After 

receiving the keys and ciphertext, Bob can use the GI algorithms, i.e., Eq. (1) 

or Eq. (2), to decrypt the image. Since both the encryption and decryption 

processes apply the same keys, communication process of the keys and 

ciphertext should be extremely careful, which is a fatal weakness of 

symmetric cryptography. 

To enhance the communication security between Alice and Bob, we 

introduce the optical ghost cryptography and steganography scheme below. 

Usually, the object beam intensities { }Io  are a series of numbers consisting 

of both integer part and decimal part, especially in experimental case. Note 

that { }Io  and 0{ }c Io , where 0c is a constant, are equivalent in the GI

correlation reconstruction. Hence, without affecting the accuracy of GI 

recovery calculation, one can easily choose a suitable 
0c to make sure that 

all decimal parts of 0{ }c Io are ignorable in the correlation calculations, i.e.,

0 0 int 0 dec 0 int{ } { } { } { }c Io c Io c Io c Io   . Based on this operation, Figure2 

shows the ghost steganography scheme. After encoding the non-secret 

image and hidden image into { }NONIo  and { }HIDIo , one can develop them

into two integer series 2 int{ }NONc Io  and 1 int{ }HIDc Io , respectively. Then these 

two series are integrated into a new series of numbers { }STEIo , where

2 int{ }NONc Io  and 1 int{ }HIDc Io  play the roles of integer part and decimal part, 

respectively. Table 1 shows a typical example of data processing in the 

designed ghost steganography. In Fig. 2, the simulation results show that a 

non-secret Cameraman image is obtained by using encrypted { }STEIo  object 

beam signal, where the hidden Baboon image is well protected. Here, we 

estimate the imaging quality by introducing peak signal-to-noise ratio 

(PSNR), which is defined by 
2
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where MAX=255 denotes the maximum possible pixel value of the image, 

and MSE denotes the mean square error given by 
2
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 , where 1 2m m denotes the pixel number, 

( , )re i jT x y and ( , )i jT x y denote the pixel values of the recovered image and 

the object, respectively. As can be seen, the PSNR values of Cameraman 

ghost images have little difference before and after the steganography, 

indicating the feasibility of our optical ghost steganography. 

 

 

N = 1 N = 2 … N = N 

{ }NONIo 31.9452 7.8209 … 24.9077 

{ }HIDIo 8.8235 67.2189 … 0.7943 

2 int{ }NONc Io 3194 782 … 2490 

1 int{ }HIDc Io 882 6721 … 79 

{ }STEIo 3149.0882 782.6721 … 2490.007

9 

N = 1 N = 2 … N = N 

{ }NONIo 31.9452 7.8209 … 24.9077 

{ }HIDIo 8.8235 67.2189 … 0.7943 

2 int{ }NONc Io 3194 782 … 2490 

1 int{ }HIDc Io 882 6721 … 79 

{ }STEIo 314908.82 78267.21 … 249000.79 

FIG. 2. Ghost steganography scheme. The lower row of images are recovered from 

simulation, where the sampling measurement times N=8000, and the gray random  

matrices  are 101×101 pixels with random pixel value ranging from 0 to 1. 

  TABLE 1.  The integration process of ghost steganography. 

  TABLE 2.  The developed integration process of ghost steganography. 
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The basic principle of ghost steganography is the existence of a large 

value discrepancy between 2 int{ }NONc Io  and 1 int{ }HIDc Io  in the new { }STEIo . 

Within this principle, the integration process of ghost steganography can be 

further improved based on Fig. 2 and Table 1. Table 2 gives an improved 

example. Different from the integration process of { }STEIo  shown in Table 

1, Table 2 presents a developed integration process, where 1 int{ }HIDc Io  plays 

as the decimal part as well as a small portion of the integer part of { }STEIo . 

Without changing the effectiveness, this developed integration process 

makes our optical ghost steganography more flexible and more effective. 

 

It should be note that the key characteristic of a steganography is “non-

conspicuous”. In our ghost steganography, all { }STEIo  signals look like 

those obtained by conventional GI (e.g., { }NONIo  and { }HIDIo ), which 

makes the scheme difficult to realize. However, any steganography will fail 

if it has been noted. To further increase security of the ghost steganography 

scheme, we further introduce a famous RSA cryptography into the 

steganography process. RSA is a message encryption algorithm, which was 

invented by Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adleman in 1970’s [38]. 

The basic idea of RSA encryption algorithm is the complex of prime 

factorization, that means, it is difficult to find the two prime factors of a large 

number [39,40]. Different from the symmetric cryptography, RSA uses a 

public key to encode the message into the ciphertext and another private key 

for the decoding process. Both the public key and ciphertext can be known 

to everyone, but only the one holding the private key can decode the 

message. As shown in Fig. 3, encryption flow of RSA is briefly described as 

follows: 

Bob chooses two large different primes p and q, and calculates the value 

of modulus n with n = pq. 

Bob calculates the totient ( ) ( 1)( 1)n p q    , and chooses an integer e 

which is coprime to ( )n  and satisfies 1 ( )e n  . 

After obtaining the public key (e, n), Bob then calculates the value of d 

which satisfies the congruence relation 1mod( ( ))de n , and gets the 

corresponding private key (d, n). 

Bob sends the public key (e, n) to Alice. 

Alice encodes the message M into the ciphertext (mod )ec M n  by 

using the public key (e, n). 

Alice sends the ciphertext c to Bob. 

Bob operates the decoding process with the function (mod )dM c n , 

and obtains the recovered message. 

 

 
 

 

Compared to symmetric cryptography, there is no concern about the 

eavesdropping during the communications process of public key and 

ciphertext of RSA. For simplicity, we choose p = 521, q =523, e = 1669 in 

our experiments below. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

To verify our ghost cryptography and steganography scheme, an optical 

experimental setup of computational GI is shown in Fig. 4. A hot plate (178 

mm × 178 mm) set at 50 ℃ is applied as a stable radiation source. Printed 

on regular paper sheets, random binary masks have a transmissive to 

nontransmissive ratio as 1:99. All random binary masks are 51×51 pixels, 

with the pixel size of 2.85 mm × 2.85 mm. The hidden object “0” and no-

secret object “1” are transmissive ones, with size of 140 mm × 140 mm. In 

each measurement (or for each random binary mask), the total radiation 

intensity of long-wave infrared signal transmitted from the object is bucket 

detected [37]. A FLUKE TiX560 infrared camera is employed as the bucket 

detector, and the sampling measurement numbers are 650 in our experiment. 

As shown in Fig. 4, r1 = 150 mm, r2 = 30 mm, r3 = 500 mm. To enhance the 

image reconstruction efficiency and reduce the measurement number, we 

use compressive GI algorithm with orthogonal matching pursuit to recover 

the object image. As shown in Fig. 4, a high-quality reconstructed digit “0” 

can be obtained after 650 measurements using compressive GI algorithm. 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

FIG. 3. Encryption flow in the RSA cryptography. 

 

 

FIG. 5. Ghost steganography process based on the RSA cryptography. 

 

 

FIG. 4. Experimental setup of computational GI for ghost cryptography and 

steganography scheme. 
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Based on the experimental setup in Fig. 4, we further apply the ghost 

steganography together with RSA cryptography to enhance the security. In 

Fig. 5, a step-by-step process is given as follows: 

 

Bob generates the public key (e, n) and private key (d, n) as described in 

Fig. 3, and sends the public key (e, n) to Alice. 

Based on the computational GI experiment, Alice encodes the hidden 

image and non-secret image into { }HIDIo  and { }NONIo , respectively, by 

using random matrices 1 2{ }m mX   as security keys. Then Alice obtains two 

corresponding integer series 1 int{ }HIDc Io  and 2 int{ }NONc Io . 

After receiving the public key (e, n), Alice then encodes message integer 

series 1 int{ }HIDc Io  into the ciphertext { }Ko . 

Alice integrates the ciphertext { }Ko  and integer series 2 int{ }NONc Io  into 

{ }STEIo  as described in the aforementioned ghost steganography in Fig. 2. 

Alice sends both the encoded intensity signals { }STEIo  and random 

matrices 1 2{ }m mX   to Bob. 

Bob firstly ignores the integer part of { }STEIo , and decodes decimal part 

{ }Ko  with his private key (d, n) to obtain message 1 int{ }HIDc Io . 

By calculating the correlation between 1 int{ }HIDc Io and 1 2{ }m mX  , Bob can 

finally recover the hidden ghost image of object “0”. 

 

Assuming there is an eavesdropper, called Eve, has stolen both the signals 

{ }STEIo  and random matrices 1 2{ }m mX  . By using the correlation calculation 

of GI, only the non-secret ghost image “1” can be recovered. Even Eve 

knows the ghost steganography scheme and uses the decimal parts { }Ko  to 

recover the image, no image will be achieved as shown in Fig. 5 with the 

protection of RSA cryptography. It clearly indicates that the security of GI 

encryption is largely enhanced by steganography and RSA asymmetric 

cryptography. 

 

To evaluate the security of our scheme, we can see that it is protected by 

both steganography and RSA cryptography. For the security of a 

steganography, the most critical factor is the perception of its existence. In 

our ghost steganography, all signals look like those obtained by conventional 

GI, making it difficult to note. What's more, all signals are encoded with 

RSA cryptography, ensuring them as secure as RSA cryptography. No 

matter how many percentages of signals are eavesdropped, the eavesdropper 

cannot reconstruct any information unless he/she is aware of our 

steganography scheme and knows the private key of RSA cryptography. 

 

Comparing to traditional steganography, our ghost steganography could 

convey more information amount. As the most popular traditional 

steganography, least significant bit (LSB) describes the method to insert the 

hidden message into the least significant bit of non-secret image [31]. One 

downside of LSB is the limitation of the hidden message amount (i.e., only 

1-bit for each pixel), which is always much less than the data amount of non-

secret image (e.g., 8-bit for each pixel in general). In our ghost 

steganography, the data amounts of hidden image and non-secret image are 

equivalent to those in{ }.STEIo Moreover, based on the principle of ghost 

steganography shown in Fig. 2 and the two Tables, the number values in 

{ }STEIo can even consist of three or more portions. The portion occupies the 

most significant bits coming from the non-secret image, and the other 

portions can consist of different hidden images. Hence, the data amounts of 

hidden images can exceed the non-secret image, making our ghost 

steganography more efficient. 

 

Although RSA cryptography has a high security level, it might not be a 

safe method to encode an image independently. This is because a common 

image format is usually 8-bit, that means there are only 256 different values 

for millions of pixels. By applying RSA, the numbers from 0~255 can be 

encoded into only 256 different numbers, which however can be easily 

guessed out based on the relationship of different pixels. Therefore, to 

enhance the security, another method is necessary to encode an image 

together with RSA. In our ghost steganography and cryptography process, 

RSA is applied to encode the bucket signals of GI after steganography 

process. As all bucket signals of GI are independent and have no value 

limitation, the strong security of RSA can be fully exploited. 

 

Based on the ghost cryptography and steganography scheme in Fig. 5, we 

can further add additional digits to the hidden image signals 1 int{ }HIDc Io  as a 

watermark. For example, with a single-digit watermark {3,4,…,2}, one can 

rewrite 1 int{ } {882,6721,...,79}HIDc Io   as 1 int{ } {8823,67214,...,792}HIDc Io  . 

Since the watermark locates in the lowest digit of new 1 int{ }HIDc Io , the 

impact on GI reconstruction quality can be ignored. The additional 

watermark can prevent data tampering from the eavesdropper during the 

communications between Alice and Bob, which enhances the security. 

 

For computational GI, different random or specific matrices were applied 

to enhance the imaging efficiency and reduce the measurement number, e.g., 

Hadamard matrix [11] and random foveated matrix [41]. Since our scheme 

is based on computational GI, it is compatible to other random or specific 

matrices which can thereby reduce the data amount during the 

communication process. 

 

4. Conclusions 

We have proposed an optical ghost cryptography and steganography 

scheme on the basis of computational GI. In a non-conspicuous number 

integration process, the bucket signals of a hidden image and a non-secret 

image are firstly integrated into a series of new bucket signals, in which the 

ones of non-secret image dominate the number values and thereby protect 

the information of hidden image. RSA asymmetric cryptography is then 

applied to encode the new bucket signals and enhance the security of 

steganography process. Our ghost cryptography and steganography have 

been well verified by numerical simulations and a proof-of-principle optical 

encryption experiment. Comparing to conventional LSB steganography, 

ghost steganography scheme can conceal more effective data amount and 

has a high security level with RSA cryptography. Our work not only extends 

the GI into the steganography region, but also integrates RSA cryptography 

into GI encryption which enriches the knowledge of symmetric and 

asymmetric optical cryptography. 
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